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KickStart

Curecrete Distribution, Inc.’s KickStart™ Concrete Clarity Enhancer
achieves accelerated and enhanced concrete clarity in fewer grinding and
polishing steps. It can be used on hard steel-troweled concrete surfaces,
whether new or existing. The single-component liquid works immediately,
creating a slurry that speeds the progression through metal, hybrid, and resin
diamond pads and can be easily cleaned from pads and equipment. KickStart
is designed to work in combination with CreteClean Plus with Scar Guard™
and is only intended for use on floors using the RetroPlate® System or
Ashford Formula.™
—Curecrete Distribution, Inc., www.curecrete.com

CPS Rover

The Concrete Polishing Solutions (CPS) Rover is a
zero-turn, propane-fueled grinder with a 32 in. (813 mm) path.
From the operator’s seat, there is clear visibility of all points
on the machine. An onboard generator powers adjustable
lighting and an electric head lift for tooling changes and
transport, and an onboard water sprayer allows for convenient
wet grinding. CPS Rover weighs 1115 lb (506 kg), with
760 lb (3.4 kN) of grinding force. The engine has a variable
speed of up to 3600 rotations per minute.
—Concrete Polishing Solutions, www.go2cps.com

LANXESS Bayferrox and Colortherm

LANXESS’ line of Bayferrox iron oxide pigments and
Colortherm-brand chrome oxide pigments provide colorful
and attractive finishes. The colors range from yellow to
red, green, and brown all the way to black. More than 100
different shades of the individual colors are available.
With these products, safe and lasting design effects can be
achieved in cast-in-place concrete, prefabricated concrete
components, concrete roofing tiles, and paving blocks.
—LANXESS, http://lanxess.com

INDUROSHINE

W. R. MEADOWS’ INDUROSHINE, a polished
concrete flooring system, combines a concrete grinding and
polishing system with W. R. MEADOWS LIQUI-HARD
0.0 g/L VOC-compliant concrete densifier and sealer. This
combination creates an aesthetically pleasing finish that
does not require expensive coatings or frequent
maintenance. The system is recommended for use wherever
a dense, wear-resistant, low-maintenance floor is desired.
The system allows users to specify the polished densified
surface (PDS): PDS-1 is a satin finish that will reflect
images from side lighting; PDS-2 is a semi-gloss finish that
will reflect overhead and side images from 35 to 45 ft (10 to
14 m) with increased light reflectivity; and PDS-3 is a
high-gloss finish that will look wet and show mirror-like
reflections of side and overhead images.
—W. R. MEADOWS, www.wrmeadows.com
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Surecrete Decorative Concrete Designs

SureCrete Design Products include concrete countertop mixtures,
concrete overlays, concrete stains, concrete paints, and three-dimensional
(3-D) epoxy metallic floor coatings. Users can create surfaces with
different designs and textures using thin concrete overlays, coatings, or
casting. For decorative concrete counter tops, users only need one bag of
concrete mixture and 1 gal. (4 L) of specially formulated liquid activator
to create a smooth finished surface. SureCrete-tailored concrete paints are
used for exterior and interior applications, provide a nearly unlimited color
palette, and include tinted epoxies. An epoxy flake system can be used to
create a multi-color thin texture, or an epoxy metallic system can be used
to create a smooth, glasslike surface with 3-D looking color movement.
—Surecrete Design Products, www.surecretedesign.com

Textural Designs 3-D Sculptural Wall Tile
Collection

Sakrete Concrete Countertop Mix

Sakrete Concrete Countertop Mix can be manipulated
to meet different design aesthetics. It can be formed on-site
to create the exact shape and thickness desired. The
Concrete Countertop Mix can also be dyed any color to
match the interior design and décor. Forms can be stripped
about 24 hours after placement. After curing, the surface
should be properly sealed using a food-safe product.
—Sakrete, www.sakrete.com

Textural Designs, a design company specializing in the
production of sculptural three-dimensional (3-D) wall panels
for indoor and outdoor environments, introduced a sculptural
wall tile collection. The collection includes a variety of
eco-friendly, fire-retardant materials. Textural Designs’
concrete tiles include: High-Performance Concrete (HPC)
3-D Tiles—a proprietary concrete composition of
exceptional durability, HPC tiles add texture, richness, and
dimension to walls; Ultra High-Performance Concrete
(UHPC) Dimensional Panels—comprised of a variety of
textures with smooth surfaces, UHPC panels are ideal for
rejuvenating indoor and outdoor surfaces; and Thin Cement
Surfaces (TCS) Panels—100% authentic, high-performance
concrete, this peel-and-stick wall covering works on flat or
curved surfaces and can be used to create original and
modern interior spaces.
—Textural Designs, www.texturaldesigns.com

Concrete Craft Vertical Concrete Application

Concrete Craft™ added vertical concrete application to its
decorative, stamped, and stained concrete services.
Decorative concrete designs replicating the rich look of
natural stone can now be applied to exterior privacy walls,
indoor and outdoor fireplaces, and bathroom shower stalls.
The vertical concrete overlay can be applied over wood,
drywall, brick, and concrete. The high-strength, flexiblepolymer overlay product makes 100% contact on vertical
surfaces, eliminating voids and gaps.
—Concrete Craft, www.concretecraft.com
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